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Industry News
Focus on Broadband ...
Ericsson and Philips Team Up for LED Lights with Mobile Broadband
Let there be light -- and broadband. Ericsson and Philips have rolled out a new connected smart
LED program for street lights. In addition to providing lighting at low energy costs (a savings of
50-80 percent), the devices will also provide mobile broadband coverage. More...
Google to Expand Fiber Broadband Program #1
Google is considering 34 new cities in nine metropolitan areas as the next possible expansion
sites for its Google Fiber broadband service, which can deliver speeds of up to 1 gigabit per
second. More...
Google to Expand Fiber Broadband Program #2
Meanwhile, Google is currently developing 10 gigabit broadband, which the company says may
be available in three years. More...
Australian Infrastructure Company Brings Broadband to Utah
The Utah Telecommunications Open Infrastructure Agency (UTOPIA) will get a boost in its effort
to bring broadband to the state. The Australian infrastructure company Macquarie Capital has
agreed to build a fiber network that will in 11 cities, covering all local businesses and 150,000
homes. The public-private partnership includes 30 years of revenue sharing but leaves
ownership of the network in UTOPIA's hands. More...
Thuraya Launches Vehicular Broadband Terminals
Dubai's Thuraya Telecommunications has announced a dedicated vehicular broadband terminal
aimed at users in the government, oil and gas, media and disaster relief sectors. The terminal
can provide streaming rates of 384 kps for field teams traveling to remote areas not served by
terrestrial communication networks. More...
HP to Expand Mobile Broadband Service
HP has announced that will expand its DataPass 3G mobile broadband service this summer.
Currently available in the U.K., Sweden and Denmark, HP says DataPass (which is bundled with
some of its notebooks and tablets) will be available in the U.S. and several other countries this
year. More...
Netflix to Pay Comcast More for Access to Broadband
Netflix will soon start paying Comcast a premium to deliver its streaming content over the
provider's broadband service. Terms were not disclosed. Industry insiders say this could be the
first of other such pacts. More...
Sprint & Nokia Demonstrate 2.6 Gbps Broadband
Sprint and Nokia Solutions and Networks have demonstrated a data throughpoint of 2.6 Gbps
over a TD-LTE network, which they claim is a record. This is actually more data than any current

device could support. More...
Fiber Cable Test 1.4 Terabits per Second
Meanwhile, BT and Alcatel-Lucent recently tested fiber cable technology that delivered a
whopping 1.4 terabits per second. More...
Startup Promises Broadband That Can Work on Any Cell
Full-speed broadband on any mobile device? That's the promise of a new startup called Artemis
Networks, founded by entrepreneur Steve Perlman, who says a new technology called pCell will
reduce or eliminate mobile congestion and dead zones. The pCell tech has been demonstrated
in the lab. More...
Vihaan Provides Solar-Powered Wi-Fi Equipment to MBC
Virginia-based MBC is testing solar-powered Wi-Fi broadband equipment from India's Vihaan
Networks Ltd. The technology connects to a fiber optic network and may help to deliver
broadband access to rural communities. More...
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